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March 6, 2022 

 

President Joseph Biden 
White House 

Member of Congress 

U.S. Capital 

 

 

RE: Taxation of community complementary currencies 

 

Dear Mr. President and Members of Congress, 

 

National Commonwealth Group, Inc. (NCG) is the initial sponsor of proposed change in tax laws to 

exempt community complementary (virtual) currencies from taxation. 

NCG has been working for over a dozen years on issues related to local economic development, with the 

goal of helping lift up communities throughout the country from the economic malaise that began with the 

2008 financial crisis and was exacerbated by the pandemic. 

That work led us to discovering times and places throughout history where communities issued their own 

currency rather than relying on the government, and produced dramatically positive results (as detailed in 

this document).1 Modernizing many of the lessons learned, NCG has developed a comprehensive regional 

economic development system we call the Sustainable Communities Framework2 (SCF) that is capable of 

fortifying regional economies and lifting up nearly all its residents. 

However, as much as this SCF system is capable of improving the lives of American citizens everywhere, 

it could accomplish far more if the federal government would simply “get out of the way.” What we mean 

by that is that certain tax laws severely curtail what is possible (as detailed here).3 And that can be quite 

easily changed.  

Were the Internal Revenue Service to exempt community currencies issued by non-profit organizations 

for economic development by considering them part of their allowed related business income,4 untold 

number of new programs of job creation; energy production; blight remediation; child and elder care; and 

thousands of other human infrastructure programs5 would be immediately enabled. 

Many of the other endorsers listed on this page6 have provided their own support letter in which they 

detail the ways this change in taxation would impact their organizations and the pursuit of their mission. 

 
1 https://scf.green/doc/ComplementaryCurrenciesInUse.pdf  
2 https://scf.green/  
3 https://scf.green/government/  
4 https://www.irs.gov/charities-non-profits/unrelated-business-income-defined  
5 https://www.wamc.org/commentary-opinion/2021-09-03/3-5-trillion-human-infrastructure-bill-contains-essential-
provisions  
6 https://scf.green/endorsers/  
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One can quickly grasp that the ramifications of this simple tax code change would be profound and 

widespread. 

We implore you, Mr. President, to remedy this problem via an Executive Order similar to the one we have 

drafted and published here.7  

Likewise, Congress could provide the remedy via a small rider that can be attached to just about any bill, 

as detailed here8. 

Please help us help ourselves.  

Sincerely, 

 

 

Michael Sauvante 
Executive Director 

National Commonwealth Group, Inc. 

 
7 https://scf.green/executive-order/  
8 https://scf.green/legislation/  
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